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RelayiQ Overview

RelayiQ mines new insights from analytic dashboards and
prescribes actions to drive measurable business value
The RelayiQ Solution
Despite investing billions of dollars in infrastructure, the analytic journey for most organizations stops at delivering exploratory
dashboards and does not make it through the “last mile” into data-driven actions and measurable business results. RelayiQ solves
this “last mile” analytics problem by using machine learning to surface key business insights from existing dashboards while
prescribing custom tailored actions to the right people at the right time directly in their email, Slack channels, and texts.
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“Insights Delivery” - The Missing Link In the Analytics Stack
Insights Delivery
Data Visualization

Today, when business decision makers ask their BI experts for data-driven actions,
they are instead often pointed to dashboards. Dashboards are amazing tools, rich with
insights, but they also require change monitoring, insight mining, action translation, and
prescription assignment, to those who can act in order to unlock business value. Most
business leaders don’t have the time, skill, or patience for this and are becoming
increasingly frustrated with their BI counterparts. To make things worse analysts often
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try to solve the problem by making more dashboards which often adds to the problem

Data Warehouse

Adding the “Insights Deivery” layer enables organizations to derive more value from

rather than solving it.

existing analytical infrastructure investments and to deliver on the promise of
operating as a truly data-driven enterprise. RelayiQ tackles insight delivery by
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automating and expediting the tricky and often overlooked stages of monitoring,
mining, translating, and prescribing, all critical to driving business value.
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Driving Immediate Business Value
No industry has been left untouched by the big data and analytics revolution but all are held back by an inability to convert insights
into actions. RelayiQ is achieving results and driving value for best in class organizations across a variety of verticals including:

FinTech

Healthcare

Retail

• Revenue expansion

• Patient data quality

• Customer loyalty

• Compliance to plan

• Clinical data errors

• Customer offers

• Corporate initiatives

• Gov’t compliance

• Revenue expansion

Deploying RelayiQ
We built RelayiQ as a subscription model SaaS solution to work directly in your existing Tableau analytics environment. Easily set up
permissions levels to assign authority to add RelayiQ to monitor dashboards, define actions, or simply receive prescriptions. Or
leverage RelayiQ Workbench to a create public library of subscriptions that team members can self-select into to ensure they are
not missing out on critical insights. Flexible pricing makes it affordable to start and easy to scale with your growing enterprise.

Get Started With a 30 day Free Trial
Get started today with a no-risk, 30-day trial for free (no credit card required). Deploying RelayiQ takes just a few minutes, and setting
up your first subscription is easy, fast, and free to try! Start turning insights into actions today and drive measurable business in your
organization.
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